
Club Is your Club able to undertake 

training? If not, why not.

What % of training is your Club currently able to 

undertake compared to pre-COVID19 training.

When does your Club anticipate being 

back to full training?

Has your Club been able to train at your usual venues? If not, why not and 

have you been able to find an alternative venue.

Further comments

Henley Leisure 

Centre SC

 No – GLL who operate the centre/pool 

for South Oxon District Council have not 

opened the pool claiming they have not 

been paid by SODC

0% Unknown See Qu 3 Nil

Didcot Barramundi Yes 50% November  Didcot Wave - Open, Oratory School - Closed until September, Headington Girls 

School - Closed until November, Radley Colllege - New to us and open until 

Xmas 

Didcot Wave operated by GLL has doubled our cost of lane hire to £25 per 

hour - this is not sustainable and we're seeking an urgent review with them.  

No indication of costs from the two schools yet.

COSC Yes, but only currently using one 

independent school pool

We have approx. 40% of pool time currently available – but 

only because we are able to train during the day on weekdays 

during the holidays.  We expect this to be markedly reduced 

once the children go back to school to more like 20% – as it 

limits our time available for training.  Fusion currently haven’t 

opened ANY of their 3 pools that we use – and of the 6.5 

hours per day that we have requested for September – which 

is our bare minimum to offer pool time to all our squads, they 

have currently offered us only 2.5 hours per day.  Our lessons 

programme has completely stalled from September onwards. 

 I honestly cannot see that happening until 

well into next year – and will only happen 

when Fusion reopen all 3 of their sites. 

No – we have hugely relied on Oxford High who have been great at allowing us 

pool time.  Our other independent school have said they won’t open until after 

October half-term now.  Fusion are opening Ferry in September – but have no 

plans to open the other two pools (one of which, Leys, is our main pool base).  We 

have been offered time at Wycombe Lido, at an extortionate rate, and we have 

also secured some time at Kidlington and Radley pools, which we don’t usually 

use. 

We are finding ourselves in an increasingly desperate situation.  Our 

membership base is contracting, we don’t believe we can charge full fees 

when we are offering much less than usual pool time, and our staff costs are 

about to increase massively due to the furlough scheme ending.  Between 

Fusion and the City Council, we are getting absolutely zero support.  We need 

more help and more lobbying from Swim England – it feels like swimming 

clubs are getting the least support possible right now. 

BBFS We are able to train but not in our home 

pool. We are training at a pool 10 miles 

from our town.

On average we are pool training at around 55%. Different 

squads have different percentages. This is supplemented 

with video conferencing so with land training we are around 

80% contact time on average.

Our pool will remain closed until at least mid-

october so we dont know as yet. Another 

pool (18miles away) is trying to 

accommodate us closer to normal training 

hours although we dont feel that this will be 

feasible as the swimmers/parents will need 

to be getting to school/work.

Bicester is closed so we are training at Stowe School. The air conditioning at 

Bicester has been condemned and needs replacing. Parts needed are on back 

order. We are sharing the facility with Maxwell swim club. 

As we are training away from our home pool we have members who are 

unable to train as their parents don't drive and people are reluctant/unable to 

car share due to Covid. This will be exacerbated in September as the pool 

available to us is even further away. We have had several resignations during 

lock down both due to loss of interest, reluctance to travel. We reduced fees 

to 30% throughout as we continued to offer zoom contact/land training. We 

recently increased fees to try to cover pool and coaching costs. Although this 

was raised to a level where we hoped to break even the loss of members has 

meant that we are running at  a loss. Without a possible date to return to 

Bicester we don't know how long this is sustainable for.  However, during lock 

down Coaches from different clubs have worked together so our swimmers 

have been able to participate in inter-club kahoot competitions, have done 

some HIT and yoga sessions with other clubs via video conferencing.  And 

Noel, Head Coach at Maxwell SC  has worked with us to enable both clubs to 

use Stowe School (not to forget that Stowe agreed to open throughout 

August). A real feeling of team work and people pulling together.

AVSC Yes It varies per squad but we have 17 pool hours booked at 

present compared to 22-24 in pre-Covid times.

Not in the forseeable future as when 

schools go back our training hours are 

reducing a little as we are not allowed on 

site until after 6pm. 

Yes for one pool. The other pool has restricted us to 18 swimmers max in a 6 lane 

pool. The cost of this plus lifeguards / coaches and full hiring charge has meant 

that hiring this pool was very costly compared to our other pool which have been 

exceedingly helpful.

Nil

Kidlington & Gosford 

SC

Yes 29% Uncertain due to usual pool still being 

closed. 

No. Pool still closed.  We have used Banbury open air pool, but with limited 

access.

We only have 3hrs of pool time across our 4squads. Unofficial word is that 

our pool will open in Sept.  

NPSC Yes, fully back to training with slightly 

shorter squad times than before

80%   Depends on Swim England advice Yes, using all of the same venues Nil

4SSC Yes, starting 4th Aug 2020 About 80% September No.  One out of our 5 pools opened. We are hoping to be back in 3 of our 5 pools by the start of October 2020.

WDSC Yes All have the opportunity to train apart from masters squads – 

however much less hours

Don’t know as still have 1 training pool 

closed – we are hoping/planning it opens for 

September. However even if it does open 

we are still restricted hours from leisure 

provider plus social distancing measures in 

places (less swimmers per lane)

One pool open – however initially only 3 hours per week and now up to 7 hours a 

week. As other pool still shut we are able to get hours at our local RAF base camp 

but the hours we have will not all continue in September. We need our other pool 

to open so we can transfer back and keep some RAF base hours at needed.

 Increase pool charges from leisure provider a problem. Hoping leisure 

provider will increase our hours into September but we waiting to hear (as of 

18/8)

Banbury SC Yes Probably around 40-50%, due to one of the 2 venues we use 

still being shut.

Hopefully sometime in Autumn. Using one of 2 venues at the moment.  Other venue still has not opened its pool.  

No other local venues available.

In Banbury seems decision from local council / sports centre management is 

to only open one of the public pools in Banbury, hence why we are only using 

one pool.

Maxwell Maxwell can train out of Aqua Vale, 

Stowe school and via Zoom home 

training

Most squads have about 80-90% of their pre covid pool 

hours. The Performance squad is down by 33%.

No real idea! We are accommodating social 

bubbles and limited pool availability at the 

moment. It is possible that Covid provision 

and pool availability will improve in 

September... but no real idea!

We no longer train at Stoke Mandeville. This is due to a pragmatic arrangement 

with Aylesbury SC. AVSC swim out of Stoke Mandeville and Maxwell use Aqua 

Vale in order to preserve Covid social separation

Running a swimming club with out revenue from meets is going to be very, 

very challenging! 

ADSC Yes 95% Only Learn to swim not back as their pool hasn't 

reopened. Almost everyone else is on 50%+ training

No indication from th epool son this. Yes. Though ADSC  and MAXWELL have co-operated and split venues so we 

each train out of one pool, avoiding cross-over or challenges for space.

Nil

Witney Synchro Yes - 8th Aug 30% Difficult to determine as it’s very piecemeal 

at present – no long-term water allocations 

being given at all. 

Also, by the nature of the sport social 

distancing is contrary to full training – no 

lifts allowed, team swims only in 4’s not 8 or 

10 as normal, allowing swimmers 6m2 . 

Swimmers can work on own fitness and 

stamina and flexibility but not routine 

swimming in squads. 

NO. We train at Headington School who are not allowing any outside lets until end 

of October at earliest but will let us know in early October if we can return.  Initially 

we could not make any contact with Windrush Leisure Centre /GLL/Better but 

eventually have made a contact in West Oxfordshire Council who is running the 

leisure Centres reopening – instead of our normal 3 hours/week  we have been 

allocated a slot for 3 weeks in August of 1.5 hours/week. We have also had our 

booking fee doubled.   We are waiting to hear about September onwards. 

Alternative venues : we have managed to book 5 weeks at an open-air Lido but will 

make a loss of approximately £45.00 -£75 per session even by charging 30% 

more on swim fees but needed to get back in water. This pool closes early 

September.  We also have  secured a slot at an alternative school pool beginning  

end of September – end of October with an option to extend but lost the slot we 

were told we could have initially. The capacity allowed in this session means more 

limitations. Land venue we can restart September but our normal time slot 

overlaps with our current water slot in Witney but as we don’t yet know 

September’s pool slot, we may have to lose money on Land slot.

It has been extremely time consuming and frustrating trying to contact 

facilities that do not answer their normal facility users. Or may not agree to 

giving “first refusals ” to clubs that have booked certain time slots for over 40 

years! There doesn’t seem to have been any loyalty shown in certain areas. 

We are now the only Synchronised Swimming Club in Oxfordshire as the 

other Synchronised Swimming Club has now folded.


